Abstract-Radiation sensing applications for SNM detection, identification, and characterization all face the same fundamental problem: each to varying degrees must infer the presence, identity, and configuration of a radiation source given a set of radiation signatures. This is a problem of inverse radiation transport: given the outcome of a measurement, what source terms and transport medium caused that observation? This paper presents a framework for solving inverse radiation transport problems, describes its essential components, and illustrates its features and performance. The framework implements an implicit solution to the inverse transport problem using deterministic neutron, electron, and photon transport calculations embedded in a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear optimization solver. The solver finds the layer thicknesses of a one-dimensional transport model by minimizing the difference between the gamma spectrum calculated by deterministic transport and the measured gamma spectrum. The fit to the measured spectrum is a full-spectrum analysis-all spectral features are modeled, including photopeaks and continua from spontaneous and induced photon emissions. An example problem is solved by analyzing a high-resolution gamma spectrometry measurement of plutonium metal.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ADIATION transport and detector response modeling have grown to substantial maturity, such that it is now possible to accurately predict the response of a variety of radiation sensors to arbitrary, but known sources.
However, in many applications, particularly those that support nonproliferation and international security, the inverse problem is more directly relevant. That problem is to estimate the configuration of an unknown radiation source given one or more of its measured signatures. This is the problem of inverse radiation transport.
This paper describes the components of our implementation of a framework for the solution of inverse radiation transport problems. These components are: (1) a numerical radiation transport package, (2) a high-fidelity gamma detector response model, and (3) a nonlinear minimization solver. The forward radiation transport package computes the neutron and photon leakage current from the transport medium. The detector response model estimates the detector's response to the leakage current, e.g., the gamma spectrum. The nonlinear minimization solver searches for the transport model and/or detector response model variables that minimize, in a least-squares sense, the difference between the calculated and measured detector response.
The practical solution of inverse transport problems imposes three basic requirements: (1) to be solvable, the number of degrees of freedom in the problem (i.e., the number of variables) must be fewer than the number of observables modeled, (2) the transport and detector response calculations must be accurate to avoid biasing the solution, and (3) transport calculations must execute quickly so that iteration towards a solution converges in a reasonable time. This paper discusses the impact of these requirements on the design of our inverse transport framework. We present an example illustrating the salient features and performance of our approach for inverse transport.
II. BACKGROUND
Inverse radiation transport is not a new field of study. Refer to, for example, McCormick, for a review [1] . Techniques to solve inverse transport problems generally fall into one of two broad categories: explicit and implicit.
"Explicit" methods solve for properties of the source by expressing the properties of the source term and transport medium explicitly in terms of the measured observables and known parameters. In other words, the unknowns are expressed in terms of the measured data. For example, methods that solve for source activity by analyzing photopeak areas using gamma yields, solid angle, and detector efficiency are explicit techniques. Implementations of explicit solution methods abound, though they are infrequently called "inverse transport" methods. Manipulating the transport equation to express properties of the source terms and transport medium in explicit terms of functionals of the flux is difficult in all but a few special cases, and practical implementations of explicit solution methods typically involve substantial approximations with rather limited domains of applicability.
In contrast, "implicit" methods employ direct models of the observables expressed in terms of the unknown variables. Estimates of the variables are obtained by fitting the direct models to the observables. Generally, the direct models are nonlinear in their variables (although special, linear cases do exist; refer to, U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. e.g., [2] ) so that the variables are estimated by iterative procedures that minimize the difference between the direct models' predictions and the actual measured observables.
Implicit solution of the inverse transport problem, besides being more generally tractable than explicit solution, confers several other advantages (as described by Norton in [3] ):
• The implicit approach is general in its application. The direct transport problem can be solved using a variety of methods, and the inverse solution can be based upon many different observables.
• A-priori information can be incorporated into the inverse solution in the form of constraints on the problem variables.
• It is possible to regularize the inverse problem to compensate for ill-conditioning.
• Redundant observables can be analyzed, such that the problem can be over-determined. Over-determination generally improves the stability of the solution and the likelihood of convergence on a global solution. Implicit solutions of inverse transport problems vary in the methods they employ to solve the direct transport problem. For some special cases or in some highly approximate models, analytical solutions of the direct transport problem can be employed [4] . More often, the direct transport problem is solved numerically. Although Monte Carlo methods are perfectly capable for this application, they have generally been eschewed in favor of deterministic methods, except in the solution of linear problems, where Monte Carlo has been used to generate template detector responses used in multiple linear regression [2] .
Deterministic numerical solution of the direct transport problem has been more widely applied, primarily due to its speed compared to Monte Carlo. Deterministic methods that have been applied include discrete ordinates solution of the transport equation [4] - [6] and ray-tracing of the uncollided transport equation [7] , [8] . Our approach employs a combination of discrete ordinates solution of the neutron, electron, and photon transport equations (to estimate continuum contributions to the gamma spectrum from spontaneous and induced sources) and photon ray-tracing (to model photopeaks with arbitrary resolution).
Observables that are analyzed also vary widely between different implementations of inverse transport solvers. For example, implementations developed by Favorite and Bledsoe analyze a small set of characteristic, primarily spontaneous, photon emissions derived by measuring photopeak areas and compensating for solid angle and detection efficiency [5] - [8] .
In contrast, our implementation explicitly models the full detector response, including photoelectric, Compton scatter, and pair production within the detector. Analysis of the full gamma spectrum in most cases causes the problem to be highly over-determined, which generally results in stable iteration towards a global solution for the problem variables. The relatively smaller set of observables fit by Favorite and Bledsoe's implementation may be the cause for the instability of the solution and the solver's tendency to find local minima [8] .
In addition, it is extremely important to recognize that in any implementation, only the problem variables are solved for. As a consequence, even when a global solution is found for the problem variables, alternative solutions virtually always exist. Those alternative solutions involve alternative configurations of the problem constants.
Our implementation solves for the thickness of material regions in a one-dimensional arrangement of radiating and shielding materials. Rectilinear, cylindrical, and spherical one-dimensional geometries can be modeled; however, except in rare cases where auxiliary information describing the geometry of the source is available, spherical models are typically used. An arbitrary number of model layers can be analyzed, though most problems should have a moderate number (e.g., five or fewer) of variable layers.
Most gamma spectrometry instruments acquire a single spectrum that is integrated over the sensor's entire spatial field of view. In most nonproliferation and security applications, a single gamma spectrum is acquired from the unknown source (with, possibly, an associated background spectrum). The source itself, and details concerning its geometry and orientation relative to the detector, are typically not visible to the person conducting the measurement.
However, it is still generally possible to grossly estimate the isotopic composition, mean atomic number, and optical thickness (the product of density and thickness) of the radiating materials, the mean atomic number and optical thickness of the shielding materials, and the relative order of radiating and shielding materials along the line connecting the source and the detector. In other words, a crude one-dimensional model of the source can be inferred from a single gamma spectrum measurement. This is possible because the combination of differential attenuation of discrete gamma emissions and the shape of the Compton continua are controlled by the composition, density, and thickness of the source and transport medium. In particular, the amplitude of each Compton continuum relative to its associated photopeak is dictated by the atomic number and optical thickness of the materials intervening between the source of the photons and detector. The Compton-to-photopeak ratio increases with decreasing atomic number and with increasing density. In addition, differential attenuation of both uncollided and scattered photons by subsequent layers further alters the shape of the spectrum, making it possible to infer the relative ordering of layers of radiating and shielding materials.
In fact, the radiation transport and detector response components of our framework are frequently used to develop an initial one-dimensional model of the source and transport medium by applying the preceding reasoning. The nonlinear minimization solver component of the framework is then applied to refine that initial model.
Passive [9] and active [10] , [11] imaging technologies have clearly demonstrated the potential to develop detailed three-dimensional models of an unknown radiation source. Some imaging methods that have been recently developed are also spectroscopic, either in the traditional sense or by using time-of-flight information [11] . Such methods may eventually implement modeling techniques to quantitatively characterize the three-dimensional distribution of radiating and shielding materials.
Bledsoe and Favorite have proposed inverse transport implementations that analyze non-imaging gamma spectra using two-dimensional cylindrical transport models [7] , [8] . However, their implementation typically uses several gamma spectrometry measurements taken at different locations around the source. Furthermore, their analysis treats those measurement locations as if they are known within a frame of reference defined by the source geometry. In other words, most details of the source geometry (e.g., the orientation of the cylinder's central axis) are treated as known and fixed during their analysis. In a measurement of a true unknown, these details of the source geometry are in fact unknown themselves.
Finally, the computational time required to solve the inverse transport problem is a critical factor in many, if not most, applications. Furthermore, in many nonproliferation and security applications, computational resources are limited to the capabilities typical of the average laptop computer. Even in implementations that employ deterministic transport methods, solving an inverse transport problem with only a few unknowns in two-or three-dimensional geometry can require hours of computational time [8] , which is outside the operational constraints of many nonproliferation and security applications.
We designed the framework described in this paper to enable an analyst to rapidly develop an approximate model of an unknown source by analyzing a single gamma spectrum. One of the single most important features of the framework is its implementation of full-spectrum analysis. The model of the source and transport medium is based on the analysis of all spectral features, including photopeaks and continua from spontaneous and induced photon sources.
III. COMPONENTSOF THE FRAMEWORK
The framework consists of three fundamental components:
• A series of radiation transport calculations that synthesizes the neutron and gamma field incident on the detector given a hypothesized model of the source, • A detector response model that transforms the neutron and gamma radiation incident on the detector into an estimated response, e.g., a gamma spectrum, and • A nonlinear minimization solver that iteratively adjusts parameters of the hypothesized transport model until the synthesized response matches the measured response. The following sections describe each component.
A. Radiation Transport
Our implementation combines (1) deterministic transport to solve for the energy group averaged electron, neutron, and photon flux and leakage current with (2) photon ray-tracing to solve for the discrete energy photon leakage current. These deterministic methods were chosen in favor of Monte Carlo methods for their computational speed.
1) Electron Transport: Electron source terms are computed for beta decay, and the electron flux is used to compute electronbremsstrahlung photon source terms.
Beta endpoint energies and intensities were extracted from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data Files (ENSDF) [12] . Electron source terms are generated using the Fermi relativistic model of the beta emission spectrum for allowed transitions [13] . Multigroup electron transport cross-sections were generated using the CEPXS code [14] . The Boltzmann-Continuous Slowing Down (Boltzmann-CSD) equation for electrons is solved using the deterministic solver ONELD [15] . The resulting electron flux is folded with electron-bremsstrahlung cross-sections extracted from the MCNP EL03 library to synthesize the bremsstrahlung photon source term [16] .
2) Neutron Transport: Neutron source terms are computed for spontaneous fission and reactions, and the neutron flux is used to compute source terms from induced fission, neutron capture, and inelastic scatter.
The code SOURCES-4C is used to generate neutron spectra for spontaneous fission and reactions [17] . SOURCES-4C uses the Watt fission spectrum model to generate spontaneous fission spectra for 30 different radionuclides. The code uses simplified alpha transport and reaction cross-sections to generate the neutron spectrum for 48 different alpha-emitting radionuclides interacting with 16 different light target nuclides.
Multigroup neutron transport cross-sections were generated by collapsing the problem-independent VITAMIN-B6 library onto a coarser group structure while retaining its upscatter elements, which are necessary to correctly simulate highly moderated systems [18] , [19] . The Boltzmann neutron transport equation is solved using the deterministic solver PARTISN [20] . The resulting neutron flux is used to compute the rate of induced fission gamma production and gamma production via neutron capture and inelastic scatter reactions.
The induced fission rate is computed by folding the neutron flux with the fission cross-sections, and the resulting induced fission gamma spectrum is calculated using Maienschein's models [21] , [22] . The rate and discrete energy spectrum of photon production via neutron capture and inelastic scatter reactions are computed by folding the neutron flux with reaction cross-sections extracted from the MCNP ACTI and ENDF66 libraries [23] , [24] .
Also, the number of gammas emitted by the compound nucleus formed during an reaction is correlated to the neutron production rate. This discrete energy photon source term is generated using emission probability tables derived from measurements of materials containing alpha-emitting radionuclides compounded with beryllium-9, nitrogen-14, oxygen-16, oxygen-17, and fluorine-19. Refer to, for example, [25] .
Finally, the energy-dependent neutron leakage current estimated from the PARTISN solution of the transport equation is used to calculate the rate of and reactions within the gamma detector, because these contribute to the gamma detector's response in mixed neutron/photon fields. In particular, neutron capture and inelastic scatter reactions tend to produce high energy photopeaks and continua that are characteristic of the transport medium and the neutron spectrum.
3) Photon Transport and Ray-Tracing: The composite photon source term is formed from the following individual source terms:
• Nuclear decay (i.e., alpha and beta decay, electron capture, and isomeric transition), • Electron-bremsstrahlung,
• Induced fission, • Neutron capture and inelastic scatter, and • reactions Nuclear decay gammas were extracted from the ENSDF [12] . Note that nuclear decay, neutron capture and inelastic scatter, and reactions result in discrete energy photon source terms. These discrete spectra are included in the source term used to numerically solve for the total photon leakage current. They are also separately ray-traced to estimate the uncollided photon leakage current.
Multigroup photon transport cross-sections were generated using the code GAMLEG-JR [26] . The Boltzmann transport equation for photons is solved using the deterministic solver ONELD [15] . The resulting energy-dependent photon leakage current is used to compute the continuum components of the gamma spectrum.
The photon flux estimated by ONELD is also used to compute x-ray fluorescence photon source terms, which are ray-traced in addition to the other discrete-energy photon source terms. Photoionization cross-sections for x-ray fluorescence were extracted from the Evaluated Photon Data Library (EPDL) [27] .
The ray-tracing procedure estimates the uncollided photon leakage current resulting from discrete energy photon source terms [28] . The ray-tracer segments the transport model geometry into discrete spatial intervals, i.e., a spatial mesh. The mesh interval boundaries are dictated by the spatial variation in the preceding discrete source terms. For each discrete energy photon, within each mesh interval, the line-integral of the photon attenuation coefficient is computed along the ray from the gamma's point of origin to the exterior surface of the model. Photon attenuation, scatter, and pair-production cross-sections are computed using models developed by Biggs and Lighthill [29] - [31] . This ray-tracing procedure calculates the intensity of uncollided discrete energy photons escaping the model's outer boundary. It also accumulates the line-integral mean atomic number and areal density (the product of density and distance traveled) for each discrete energy photon.
The uncollided photon leakage current is used to synthesize photopeaks to arbitrary precision. The mean atomic number and areal density are used in conjunction with the Klein-Nishina scattering kernel to estimate the Compton continuum associated with each photopeak [29] . This estimate is fairly accurate for high-energy photons, for which backscatter and buildup are relatively minor effects. At lower energies, the continuum estimated from numerical solution of the transport equation is used.
B. Detector Response Model
The framework employs a point model of the gamma detector response function that accounts for the detector dimensions, shape, and material cross-section. Response functions for most materials that are commonly used in gamma spectrometry, including sodium iodide and high-purity germanium (HPGe), have been developed and implemented [32] .
These response functions also model the instrument's energy calibration and spectral resolution. The energy calibration is modeled using a polynomial fit to predict energy given a multichannel analyzer (MCA) channel number. The polynomial is augmented at low energy with a rational function. Resolution is modeled using a power law in energy. Peak shapes are modeled using a Gaussian shape augmented to include low-and high-energy skew. In addition, sum peaks and other effects resulting from pulse pileup are generated using an empirical model that accounts for the occurrence of multiple coincident pulses.
Local attenuation in the detector's structural materials and in any filters or shields is modeled. The detector response function also employs an empirical model of near-and far-field photon scattering in detector structural materials and environmental clutter.
The parameters of the detector response model are estimated by measuring a collection of known sources. The parameters of the response model are determined by fitting the measured calibration spectra. Fig. 1 shows calibration measurements collected from barium-133, cobalt-60, and uranium-232 sources using a 140% relative efficiency HPGe detector. The figure also shows the fits to the measured calibration spectra that were used to estimate the response model parameters for this detector.
The continuous and discrete energy photon current computed from radiation transport are used to synthesize an estimate of the detector's spectral response to the radiation source. The neutron leakage current from radiation transport is also used in the computation of the detector's response to neutron capture and inelastic scatter within the detector medium. In high-purity germanium spectrometers, these interactions primarily induce a high-energy continuum above 2614 keV due to Compton scattering of 10.2 MeV photons from germanium reactions. They also generate "saw-tooth" peaks at, e.g., 596 and 691 keV due to reactions in germanium. The convolution of the neutron and photon leakage current with the detector response function produces an estimate of the gamma spectrum that the detector would have measured in response to the source modeled by radiation transport. The variables of the transport model are iteratively adjusted using a nonlinear minimization procedure until the synthesized spectrum matches the measured spectrum.
C. Nonlinear Minimization
The framework employs a modification of the LevenbergMarquardt (LM) nonlinear minimization procedure [33] . This procedure seeks the transport model variables that minimize the error between the computed and measured gamma spectrum. The model variables optimized by the nonlinear minimization procedure are the thicknesses of individual layers.
The optimizer iteratively computes the gamma spectrum and compares it to the measured gamma spectrum. At each iteration, the optimizer computes the error in the computed gamma spectrum, i.e., a metric of the difference between the calculation and the measurement. The error in the computed gamma spectrum is minimized by following the gradient in the error towards a minimum.
The following sections describe the error metric used by the optimizer, the method it employs to estimate the gradient in the error, the criteria it employs to stop iteration, and constraints that can be applied to the model.
1) Error Metric:
The minimizer uses a chi-squared metric of the error between the synthesized and measured spectrum: (1) where denotes channel number, is the measured spectrum, is the computed spectrum, and is a positivedefinite weighting function. 1 In many applications, the weighting function is the inverse of the random experimental variance in the gamma spectrum. In our implementation, however, the weighting function also includes terms that account for additional uncertainty due to systematic errors in the transport calculations and detector response function [34] . Normally, the covariance matrix of the problem variables is computed from the inverse square of the Jacobian matrix :
In order to account for the alternative weighting function that our implementation employs, the covariance matrix is computed using . . .
That is, the covariance matrix is computed by inserting a diagonal matrix, whose elements are the inverse of the experimental variances multiplied by the weighting function, into the inner product . As a result, the covariance matrix retains its usual interpretation-the diagonal elements estimate the variance in each model variable, and the off-diagonal elements estimate the covariance between variables.
2) Gradient Estimation: The LM solver iteratively minimizes the error metric by estimating the gradient in chi-squared with respect to the model variables (the layer thicknesses) and following the gradient in a downhill direction at each iteration. Currently, the framework numerically calculates the local gradient in chi-squared using a finite difference estimate. For each problem variable , the partial derivative is estimated by calculating the change in chi-squared for a small change in the variable's value. The gradient is calculated using a forward difference (rather than a central difference) estimate of the partial derivatives.
Consequently, for variables, the minimizer must perform calculations of the gamma spectrum at each iteration: one calculation for the current "nominal" values of the problem variables, and calculations to estimate the local gradient. The nominal solution for the electron, neutron, and photon flux is used as an initial guess for the additional transport calculations to speed their execution.
Favorite has implemented inverse photon transport solvers that employ perturbation theory to estimate the gradient using the inner product of the forward and adjoint solutions to the photon transport problem [5] . Note that Favorite's implementation analyzes a discrete set of spectral observations, the emission intensities at discrete energies (derived from photopeak areas adjusted for solid angle and detection efficiency). In his implementation, the adjoint solution is calculated for each observation, which is computationally less efficient than the finite difference method because the number of observables must exceed the number of variables.
Norton has described a more general approach that employs a single pair of forward-adjoint calculations per iteration [3] . This method is as efficient as possible and depends neither on the number of problem variables nor on the number of analyzed observables.
3) Stopping Criteria: When the value and/or gradient of chisquared ceases to change, the LM solver has either found the neighborhood of the solution or become trapped in a local minimum. Most applications that employ LM minimization use a combination of absolute and relative change criteria to stop iteration. They usually stop iteration when the change in the value and/or gradient of chi-squared and possibly the iteration step size fall below a user-supplied threshold. However, we employ a different approach because, in practical applications of our implementation, we have observed that iteration towards a solution will typically proceed according to one of two general scenarios.
First, if the fixed features of the model, i.e., those characteristics that are not treated as variables, are incorrect, then typically iteration towards a solution will quickly "stall" at a value of that is much larger than unity. In other words, the optimizer will find a solution with a vanishing gradient, but the global error will be large. For example, if the order of the model layers is incorrect, or if a model layer is missing, the solver will generally fail to minimize chi-squared to a small value.
Second, if the fixed features of the model are correct, then the solver will typically minimize chi-squared to a small value in a few iterations. This behavior is typical because the solution is fairly over-determined in our implementation, i.e., the number of observables is much greater than the number of problem variables.
Recall that the solver fits the full gamma spectrum, not merely photopeaks (or quantities derived from them). Therefore, if the calculated gamma spectrum does not fit all the observed spectral features, it will have a large value of chi-squared. As a result, the solver is constrained to change the problem variables at each iteration in a way that improves the fit to many spectral features. Consequently, the solver does not tend to "wander" much because, far from the solution, the gradient tends to be rather steep. In addition, in problems exhibiting a multitude of spectral features distributed over a broad range of energies, the solution is typically constrained to a small region in variable space.
Exceptions to this general behavior are most often observed when analyzing spectra with relatively few spectral features. For example, because the cesium-137 gamma spectrum is dominated by a single photopeak, the analysis of shielded cesium-137 generally yields a continuum of nearly equivalent solutions where the shielding and source activity vary over a broad range. This occurs because there are many combinations of cesium-137 activity and shielding atomic number and optical thickness that in conjunction produce the same photopeak area and only weakly affect the shape of the single Compton continuum. That is, such problems are under-determined-the number of variables exceeds the effective number of observables.
Therefore, instead of implementing the usual stopping criteria, we allow the user to manually stop iteration if (a) the solver appears to have fallen into a local minimum with a large value of chi-squared or (b) the solver appears to have minimized chi-squared to a small value. If iteration is not manually halted, the solver will continue for a fixed number of iterations (10 in the current release) and halt.
Because the one-dimensional deterministic transport calculations used by the LM solver are generally very fast (they typically execute in a few seconds on a desktop or laptop computer with modest computing power), and most problems involve a fairly small number of variables (typically fewer than 5), iteration generally halts within a few minutes if it is not stopped by the user.
4) Constraints:
Constraints are applied by penalizing the cost function if the value of a constrained variable deviates significantly from a user-specified nominal value [34] . The cost of the deviation is dictated by a user-specified width, i.e., (4) where is the variable being constrained, is its nominal value, and is the width about the constraint, which dictates the constraint's weight. Multiple constraints can be applied to the model, and the thickness, outer radius, and mass of each model layer can be individually constrained. Each constraint adds a term of the form given in (4) to the total chi-squared error metric.
In addition, variable layer thicknesses are constrained to nonnegative values. If, in the course of iteration towards a solution, the solver causes a layer thickness to vanish (or even become negative), that layer is assigned a very small thickness (0.1 mm), and the thickness of that layer is subsequently treated as fixed for the remainder of the solution.
IV. EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Figs. 2-4 depict the solution of the inverse problem for a high resolution measurement of a simple plutonium source. The detector was a 12% relative efficiency HPGe spectrometer located 1.55 m from the source. Fig. 2 shows an initial guess at the solution developed from manual inspection of the measured spectrum. The fact that the source contains plutonium is evident from the photopeaks associated with plutonium-239 and americium-241; the latter tends to be correlated with plutonium-240 content (via its association with plutonium-241). The intensity of the plutonium-239 photopeaks in the 300 to 400 keV region of interest (ROI) relative to the americium-241 photopeaks in the 600 to 700 keV ROI is consistent with the isotopic composition of weapons-grade plutonium (6% plutonium-240). The intensity of these photopeaks is roughly consistent with the surface area of the plutonium in the initial model. Differential attenuation of the photopeaks and the shape of the Compton continuum associated with the photopeaks are consistent with the thin iron outer layer shown in the initial model. The continuum above 2614 keV, which in this case is primarily caused by neutron capture in germanium, is consistent with the initial model's mass of plutonium. This mass, in conjunction with the surface area required to match the photopeak intensities, requires the initial model to have an internal void as shown.
Qualitatively, the spectrum synthesized from the initial guess shown in Fig. 2 is only a fair approximation to the measured spectrum. The photopeak amplitudes are only approximately correct, which indicates that the surface area of the initial guess is in error. Furthermore, the energy-differential amplitudes of the photopeaks indicate that the thickness of the outer layer of iron is also only approximately correct. The high energy continuum (particularly above 2614 keV) is low for the initial guess, which indicates that the total plutonium mass is also incorrect. However, all photopeaks evident in the measured spectrum are also present in the computed spectrum, and the overall amplitude of the spectrum is approximately correct. Consequently, the initial guess can be optimized against the measured spectrum.
Note that as an alternative to the manual method used to generate the initial guess shown here, fully automated methods to estimate isotopic composition, surface area, and mass of plutonium have been developed and implemented [35] . Those methods are however outside the scope of this paper. For the simple example shown, iteration towards the solution converges on the same final model regardless of whether the initial guess is generated manually or automatically.
Starting from the initial guess shown in Fig. 2 , the nonlinear minimization procedure seeks the combination of layer thicknesses that produces a computed spectrum that optimally matches the measured spectrum in a minimum squared error sense. The first four iterations of this step are shown in Fig. 3 . For this example, the minimizer typically executes a total of ten iterations, but changes in the transport model and in chi-squared are slight following the fourth iteration. Each iteration executed in a few seconds on a standard office laptop computer, such that the minimizer converged on the solution shown in Fig. 4 in less than one minute. Solution times on the order of one to a few minutes are typical for problems with a moderate number of variables (e.g., five or fewer) starting with an initial guess that produces a computed spectrum within an order of magnitude of the actual measured spectrum.
In general, we have observed that if the initial guess contains material layers that do not exist in the measured source, or if the composition of any given layer is significantly in error, then the iteration towards a solution will not converge to a low value of , which is nominally near unity. Failure to converge upon a solution is an indication to the analyst that the initial guess is an incorrect representation of the source, and the initial guess should be reconfigured. For example, if the analyst specifies a model that is missing layers or has the layers in the wrong order, the solver may find a minimum, but typically the error associated with that minimum will be large. In general, the initial guess must exhibit all the photopeaks evident in the measured spectrum, and the differential attenuation and Compton continuum synthesized from the initial guess must be consistent with the measured spectrum. In other words, the optimization algorithm cannot identify errors in parameters that are not treated as variables.
A drawing of the actual source that was measured is shown in Fig. 5 . The source was a 2.4-kg sphere of 6% plutonium-240 plutonium metal. The source had a thin cladding of stainless steel as shown in Fig. 5 . The sphere's outer radius was 3.5 cm, and it had an internal void in the shape of a conical frustum (the purpose of the void was to permit the source to be mounted on Fig. 5 . Actual plutonium source. The source was constructed from plutonium metal containing approximately 6% plutonium-240. The total plutonium mass was 2.387 kg. As shown, the source had a conical section removed and was clad in 1.524 mm-thick stainless steel. Dimensions in the figure are given in centimeters. a stand) [36] . The central void in the transport model is the optimal one-dimensional approximation to the actual void in the source. Note that it simultaneously preserves the surface area and the mass of the plutonium, which are the primary properties dictating the shape and amplitude of the measured gamma spectrum. The one-dimensional void radius is dictated by those two properties.
Finally, note that the actual source was composed of deltaphase plutonium, which has a density of 15.8 g/cm , and not alpha-phase plutonium as was modeled, which has a higher density of 19.7 g/cm . The solution that is obtained for a model that assumes delta-phase plutonium is shown in Fig. 6 . This solution was obtained using an initial guess with the same plutonium mass and exterior surface area as the initial guess shown in Fig. 2 .
Observe that this alternative solution also correctly estimates the plutonium surface area and mass. Both solutions match the measured spectrum equally well because:
• The intensities of the photopeaks are predominantly controlled by the exterior surface area, because the attenuation coefficient of plutonium metal is large for most of the gamma energies it emits.
• The amplitude of the Compton continua relative to their associated photopeaks is primarily dictated by the atomic number of the plutonium; a 20% change in density (the difference between 15.8 g/cm and 19.7 g/cm ) only induces a small change in the shape of the Compton continua.
• The high-energy continuum in the spectrum that results from neutron interactions in the germanium is mainly controlled by the total quantity of plutonium-240, which is proportional to the total plutonium mass. In other words, for plutonium metal, the solution is relatively weakly dependent on density; it is primarily dictated by the plutonium exterior surface area and mass. A continuum exists of nearly equivalent solutions with varying density similar to the nominal densities of plutonium metals. Within this continuum, there may be a single solution with an absolute minimum of error; however, the "shallowness" of this valley induces significant uncertainty in the estimated value of the density. The minima about the plutonium surface area and mass are relatively steeper.
This example should illustrate that alternative solutions always exist. The application of full-spectrum analysis by the framework described here generally results in an over-determined solution, which typically yields a unique solution in the problem variables. Alternative solutions are typically more often found by changing the fixed features of the problem (e.g., plutonium density in the example) and solving the problem again. Furthermore, most often, the fixed features of the problem are not actually continuously variable (e.g., plutonium metal typically has one of a few nominal densities, and the order of the layers is an enumerable set of sequences). Of course, it is possible to allow many problem features to vary simultaneously, but that will almost always introduce greater uncertainty in the estimated values of all the variables.
V. CONCLUSION
An approach to the solution of inverse transport problems permits the configuration of an unknown source to be estimated from its radiation signatures. This approach is applicable to SNM detection, identification, and characterization problems facing nonproliferation and international security. We have implemented one possible approach to the solution of inverse transport problems. Our solution framework employs deterministic radiation transport to predict radiation fields impinging on a radiation detector. In particular, neutron, electron, and photon transport calculations are performed to model both spontaneous photon emissions and induced photon emissions (e.g., neutron capture, electron bremsstrahlung, and x-ray fluorescence). The framework uses detector response models that predict the response of the detector to the incident radiation. The detector response models are full-spectrum models: all spectral features, including photopeaks and continua are modeled. The framework uses a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear minimization solver to iteratively adjust transport model variables until the predicted detector response matches the measured response. The solver fits the transport model to the measured spectrum by minimizing the difference between the calculated spectrum and the entire measured spectrum. The transport model developed during this iterative optimization represents a best (in a minimum squared error sense) estimate of the actual source configuration. For most practical problems, which involve a moderate number of variables, convergence upon a solution is achieved in one to a few minutes when the initial guess produces a calculated spectrum that is within an order of magnitude of the measured spectrum.
